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The ergodic system underlying the optimal continued fraction algorithm is 
introduced and studied. In particular the distribution of the sequence B”(x)” z r, 
which measures how well a number x is approximated by its convergent% is derived 
for almost all irrational numbers. G 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we develop the metrical theory for the optimal continued 
fraction (OCF), introduced in [ 11. Let us describe briefly its main features. 
For proofs of statements in this introduction the reader is referred to [ 11. 
The OCF arose in the investigation of semi-regular continued fraction 
expansions (SRCF’s) of a real number x, i.e., expansions of the form 
x=[b,;&,b1,&*b2 )... ]=b,+ cle2 (1.1) 
bl+b,+ . . . 
where Ed= fl, bkEZ2,, k 2 1, and with some constraints on bk and sk. 
Usually we will assume that x is irrational, and thus that the expansion 
(1.1) is infinite. 
A special case of an SRCF is the regular continuedfraction, RCF, which 
is obtained by taking ck = 1 for every k in (1.1). 
The aim in introducing the OCF was to optimize two things 
simultaneously. In the first place one wishes the convergents pk/qk = 
Cbo; ~161, &, . . . . Ekbk], yielded by the SRCF, to be good approximations 
of x for every k 2 1, in the sense described below. For the regular continued 
fraction expansion RCF(x) = [B,; B,, B,, . ..] it is known that the con- 
vergents, denoted now by P,/Q, (n > l), all satisfy 
O<QnIQnx-Pnl<l. 
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We define the approximation constants 0, by 
0, :=Q,lQnx-PA, n> 1, 
and, more generally, for any SRCF by 
ek :=qkhX-PPkI, k> 1. 
Minkowski knew already (see [9, Section 451) that the subset of regular 
convergents for which 0, < f constitute together the sequence of con- 
vergents for a semi-regular continued fraction expansion, and that for 
values smaller than $ this is no longer true in general. Thus we could 
require tIk < 4 for every k; this also means that we restrict to expansions 
whose convergents form a subsequence of the regular convergents, since 
every fraction P/Q satisfying Q 1Qx - PJ < $ is a regular convergent by 
Legendre’s theorem. 
On the other hand we would like to approximate x as fast as possible; 
that is, one would like the denominators qk of the convergents pk/qk to 
grow as fast as possible. In other words, one wants the subsequence 
h/q& 1 of (f'n/QA> I to be as sparse as possible; this density cannot 
be arbitrarily small, though, since we demand that the pk/qk together still 
constitute the sequence of convergents for a semi-regular continued fraction 
expansion, which turns out to imply that out of two consecutive regular 
convergents at most one can be skipped. Furthermore, we get subsequences 
of the regular convergents in this way if one skips only P,/Q, for which 
B n + 1 = 1. Fastest expansions can now be defined as those in which always 
the maximal number of regular convergents is skipped, which means that 
whenever a stretch of m consecutive partial quotients B,, i equal to 1 
appears in the RCF-expansion, exactly L(m + 1)/2 J regular convergents are 
skipped. (Note that this implies that for fastest semi-regular expansions 
only a choice is left in deciding which regular convergents will be skipped 
whenever a sequence of l’s of euen length is encountered.) 
The OCF-algorithm (as in [ 1,4.1], see Section 3) computes the OCF(x) 
without first computing RCF(x) and guarantees to give both fast and good 
approximations in the sense that for every x an SRCF is defined that 
(i) is a fastest expansion and 
(ii) has ok = qk (qkx - p,J < $ for every k > 1. 
The main part of this article is devoted to an investigation of the dis- 
tribution of the values of 8, for the OCF-expansion of almost all irrational 
numbers x. In fact we will give in Section 4 for almost all x the distribution 
of pairs (e,- 1, 6,). In order to do so we describe in Section 4 the ergodic 
system underlying the OCF-operator. The construction of this system is in 
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fact only a very special case of a general way of finding (or even defining) 
ergodic “subsystems” of the RCF-system, defined by semi-regular con- 
tinued fraction operators; a more general approach based on this idea will 
be presented elsewhere (see [6]). 
2. REGULAR CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
Let LX] denote the greatest integer not exceeding x. The regular 
continued fraction (RCF) operator T: [0, 1) + [0, l), given by 
x = 0, 
associates by repeated application to every x E R\Q an infinite expansion 
RCF(x)= [Bo; B,, B,, . ..I. with B,EZ~,, if we define B. :=LxJ. This 
determines a sequence of rational approximations Z’,/Q, = [B,; B, , 
B 2, *.., B,], the convergents of x, whose numerators and denominators 
satisfy the recurrence relations 
P-, := 1, Po:=&, Pn+,=B,+,f’,fP,-,, (n30) 
Q-, :=O, Qo:=L Q.+,=Bn+,Qn+Qn-, (n>,O). 
In the sequel we will always assume x to be an irrational number to 
guarantee that all expansions are infinite. We denote 
T,, = T,(x) := T”( To) (n 2 11, 
where To = T,(x) := x - B,, and 
v,= V,(x) :=F (n>O). 
n 
It is well-known that 
T,= CO; B,+,, Bn+z, . ..I 
and 
V,,= [O; B,, B,- ,r . . . . B,]. 
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The two-dimensional operator Y is defined on $2 := ([0, l)\Q) x [0, l] by 
Note that 
F’(x, Y) = (T”(x), CO; 4, B,- I, . ..> 4, 4 + ~11, for n&l, 
where RCF(x) = [O; B1, B,, B,, . ..I. in particular 
V-G 0) = (T,(x), V”(X)), for n 20. 
3. OPTIMAL CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
We recall the definition of the OCF as given in Cl]. Let XE R\Q; the 
OCF(x) can be obtained in the following way. First let a, E Z be such that 
XE(U,,--$,a,++); put to=x-uo, el=sgn(to), and 
Y -1 -,- 7 ro=ao, 
s - 0, -1- so= 1, 
(3.1) 
and 
uo = 0. 
Suppose that tj, yi, si, a,, E~+~, Vi have been found for i < k, for some k > 0. 
Then Ik+r, rkfr, sk+l, ++I, Ek+2, ak+l can be obtained as follows: 
t k+l= ttki-l-Uk+l, 
Ek+2=%n(ck+l)y 
rk+l=“k+lrk+ek+lrk-19 
sk+l=Uk+l~k+Ek+lSk-l~ 
u 
sk 
kfl=-. 
sk+l 
Now OCF(x) = [a,; clul, s2u2, . ..I. 
(3.2) 
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fk= [O;&,+,a k+l, Ek+2ak+2t ..’ 1 
vk= [IO; ok, ckakpl, ..-, $a,]. 
The convergents { r,/s, } F= ~, satisfy the recursion relations (3.1) and (3.2 ) 
and have the following properties: the sequence (T~/s~}~= ., forms a 
subsequence of the sequence of regular convergents (P,JQ,};= -, ; if we 
define n(k) for k >, 1 in such a way that rk/sk = Pnfk,/Qnck, then 
n(k+ l)= 
n(k)+1 0 Ek+2= +1 
n(k)+2 - Ek+2= -1 
when we set 
n(0) = 
i 
0 * x>o 
1 0 x < 0. 
The following lemma shows that the pair (T,, V,), defined in the previous 
section, tells us whether the regular convergent P,/Q,, is an OCF- 
convergent or not. Define Tc 52 by 
(see Fig. 1) and put 
E’:=T’={(T, V)EL?: V>min(T,s)}. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let x be an irrational number and let n > 1. Then the 
following three assertions are equivalent : 
(3.4) P,/Q, is not an OCF-convergent, 
(3.5) B,+i=l, O,p,<On,andO,>Q,,,, 
(3.6) (T,, Vn)~r. 
ProojI The equivalence of (3.4) and (3.5) is part of Corollary (4.20) of 
[ 11. Here we prove that (3.5) and (3.6) are equivalent. 
-It is not hard to see that 
Q”_,<Q” 0 T,> V,,; (3.7) 
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FHXJRE 1 
see, e.g., Lemma (4.13) of [l]. Furthermore, if B,+l=l, then en+,= 
Q,+ Qn-13 and we have 
0 n+~ =Q,+,lQ,+,x-P,+II 
=(Qn+Q,-,,I(Q,+Qn-1)x-(P,+P,-,)I 
=(Q~+Q,-,,I(Q,-,~-P,-~)+(Q,x-P,)I 
=(Q,+Q,-,,(lQ,-,x-P,~II-IQnx-P,I), 
since lQ”x-P,,J < )Qnp,x-P,pll while Q,x-P, and Qn-,x-P,-I 
have different signs. Thus 
0 ~+‘=s,-,(l+~)-s~(l+~). 
Since 
Q,-, = V, Til 
1 + T,, V,, 
and On= 
l+T,,V,, 
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we have 
and therefore 
B ,,+,=l and@,+,<@, t> n ~ 
v <K-’ 
1 - T, (3.8) 
Combining (3.7) and (3.8) with the definition of r ends the proof of 
Lemma (3.3). 
Next define % by 
%(T, V)= 
cF(T, V) o F(T, V)EZ 
S’(T, V) o F(T, V)$E 
for (T, V)EE. 
We perform an easy calculation to show that this defines an operator 
e: 8-E:“; put 
A :={(T, V)EQ: V>max(T,&g}. 
Note that A is the reflection of r in the diagonal of the unit square. In the 
sequel we abbreviate G = ( fi + 1)/2 and g = ($ - 1)/2. 
(3.9) LEMMA. s[r]= A. 
Proof: One verifies that 9 transforms the part of the hyperbola 
defining r into the line segment connecting the points ( 1, 1) and ( g, g) and 
also that this line segment is transformed into the part of the hyperbola 
defining A ; the lemma now easily follows. 
(3.10) COROLLARY. GV[Z]cZ. 
Proof: If T-(x, y)f$Z then ~(x,y)=~‘(~,y)~s[f]=Ac~. The 
result follows. 
(3.11) Remark. If we put 
@o(x, Y) = { 
(4 Y) - (4 Y)EE 
F(x, Y) 0 (x3 Y) 4 E 
for (x, y) E Q 
then in fact we have @“(x, 0) = Fnfk) (x, 0) for k> 0 and n(k) as before. 
In this view, Lemma (3.9) is just a reformulation of the fact that in the 
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OCF-expansion never two consecutive regular convergents are skipped : 
Y”(x, 0) E r if and only if PJQ, is not an OCF-convergent. But in this 
case necessarily P’+ ‘(x, 0) E Z, hence P,, ,/en+, is an OCF-convergent. 
4. ERCXDIC SYSTEMS 
The most important fact in the metrical theory of continued fractions is 
that the continued fraction transformation is ergo&c; it turns out that this 
is true not only for the RCF but also for the OCF. First we briefly indicate 
why this is so important and next we present both ergodic systems and 
their relation; for the generalities on ergodicity we refer to [lo]. 
Let (A, SZI, 2) be a complete probability space; that is, A is a set, d a 
o-algebra of measurable subsets of ,4, and the measure 1 is a countably 
additive (non-negative) set function on d such that 2(/i) = 1 and JS? 
contains all subsets of measure zero. A transformation Y: /1 -+ n is called 
an endomorphism of (/1, -01, A) if it is onto and Y-‘A is measurable for 
every AE&. An endomorphism is measure-preserving if L(Y-‘A)=l(A) 
for every A ES!. A set A Ed is called invariant under a transformation Y 
if I(A n Y - ‘A) = 0, where n denotes the symmetric difference, so 
A LI Y-‘A = (A\Y-‘A) u (Y-‘A\A). We call (A, &‘, 1,Y) an ergodic 
system if (/i, d, A) is a probability space and 9 is a measure-preserving 
endomorphism of (,4, -rB, 1) satisfying the ergodic property 
for any AE&: A is invariant o W)E {O,l>. 
A consequence of the ergodic theorem (cf. [lo]) that is of particular 
importance in our applications states that in an ergodic system for almost 
all x E n the orbit of x hits any A E d a number of times that is propor- 
tional to 1(A): 
lim 1 “c’ xa(Ykx) = J(A) for almost all x, 
n+03nkzo 
where xA denotes the characteristic function on A. 
Let .@? be the collection of Bore1 subsets of Q and p the measure induced 
on 9 by the density function (log 2))‘( 1 + xv))‘, i.e., 
1 
p(A) := - 
1.f 
dx dy 
log 2 A (1 +xy)2 
for every A E ~8. 
Then the following fundamental fact was proved in [4]. 
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(4.1) THEOREM. With the above notation, (Q, B, p, 9) forms an ergodic 
system. 
Next we construct the ergodic system for the OCF. 
(4.2) LEMMA. p(E)=%. 
Proof. p( 3) = 1 - p(r) and 
1 
An = - s s 
dTdV 
log2 r(l+ TV)2 
1 g 2T- 1 1 i T =- 
log2 s 1/z2T2-2T+ 1 
dT+--- 
log2 s 
-dT 
8 T2+1 
Hence we find 
log g log G p(E)= --=- 
log2 log2’ 
(4.3) Remark. In fact this lemma shows that for almost all x the OCF- 
convergents form a subsequence of the RCF-convergents with density 
log G/log 2; in other words, Lemma (4.2) is a probabilistic reformulation of 
the fact that the OCF always formsfastest expansions, cf. (3.16) and (4.28) 
of [I]. 
Let aB,- be the collection of Bore1 subsets of the set E that was defined 
in the previous section. Also, let pLg be the probability measure induced on 
gZ by the measure p above; that is, pLz is the renormalized restriction of 
the measure on D to 8. From (4.2) we see that this means that pa is 
induced by the density function (log G))‘( 1 + xy))* on E The transforma- 
tion % was defined in the previous section, 
(4.4) THEOREM. (Z’, ~!8~, ps, a) forms an ergodic system. 
Proof. By construction ~~(8) = 1. Since 5 is invertible, so is 9. First 
we will show now that % is measure preserving with respect to ,uZ. Let 
A E BE and put 
A,:=AnA, A, := A\A,; (4.5) 
hence A=A,uA, and A,nA,=@. Since A,cA we have F--‘AL~r 
and hence &-‘A, = Jo -‘A ,. Now F-‘A,nF ~‘A,=@ and %!/ ‘A= 
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Y-‘Azu.?2A1, so 92 is measure preserving since Y is ergodic and 
therefore measure preserving. 
This line of argument also contains the core of a proof for the ergodicity 
of %. Since we know that % is measure preserving, it suffices to prove for 
ergodicity that 
AEgEand a’-‘A=A =S p?(A)=0 or 1. (4.6) 
Suppose that some A E BE satisfies %! -‘A = A. Let A, and A, be defined as 
in (4.9, and define moreover 
A, :=9--‘A, and B:=A,uA,uA3 
Now 
so B is invariant under Y. Since Y is ergodic with respect to the measure 
,U on 52, the measure of B must be o or 1; that immediately implies 
ps(A) = 0 or 1 and we have proved (4.6). This completes the proof of (4.4). 
The previous theorem shows that there is an ergodic subsystem of the 
RCF underlying the OCF. Next we want to find a somewhat more intrinsic 
description of the ergodic system of the OCF : instead of considering a sub- 
system of (T,, Vn)n,l, we study the corresponding sequence (tk, u~)~ >, in 
its own right. The connection between (tk, uk) and (T,,, V,) is given in the 
following lemma; n(k) is defined in Section 3. 
(4.7) LEMMA. We have 
&k+l= +1 =a tk = Tn(k, and uk = vn,k,; 
E k+l= -1 * fk = - Tn(k, - I T,,(k) and uk = 1 - V,,(k). 
Proof: The relation between tk and T,, is easily found, and was also 
given in (4.11) of Cl]. 
For rk we have the following. Either Sk- 1 = Qnckj- r, sk = QnckJ, and 
ok= V,@) in Case &k+r=f, Or &k+r= -1 and then Sk-I=&(kj-2= 
Q n(k) - en(k) - I 9 Sk = Qn(k), hence ok = 1 - Vn(k). 
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(4.8) DEFINITIONS. Let Y c ( - 1, 1) x ( - 1, 1) c R x R be defined by 
Y= (&U)E(-1,1)x(-1,1): 
1 
u<rnin(z,s) andobmax(O,e)}. 
See also Fig. 2. 
Define the operator -IL- on Y as 
“#jr, u) := (I I f -P(t, u), l P(t, 0) + sgn(tb )> 
where 
p( t, u) := 
i 
ii II + sgn(t)u 
‘~‘;?~,,~~~+~gn(t~u)+l 
Let pLy be induced on Y by (log G)-‘(1 +.xY)~‘. Note that for 
x E (- 4, i)\Q we have 
WX, 0) = (t/o Uk) for k>O. 
(4.9) THEOREM. (I', a'r, p I, W) forms an ergo& system. 
c 
0 
(D 
d 
-1.0 -li.e -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0 
FIGURE 2 
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Proof: To prove (4.9) one checks that V is a measure-preserving 
composition of +?L and a transformation mapping (T,, V,) to (tk, uk) = 
(- T,-, T,, 1 - V,) if (T,, V,J E A, leaving the rest of .Z invariant. We 
leave the details to the reader. 
(4.10) COROLLARY. For almost all x the sequence (tk, v~)~>, is dis- 
tributed over Y according to the density function 
1 1 -____ 
log G (1 + tv)2’ 
ProoJ This is an immediate consequence of (4.9); one may apply the 
same techniques as in the proof of Theorem 3 of .[S] or that of Theorem 5 
in [7]. 
(4.11) COROLLARY. For every x E (- 4, $)\Q we have, for every k 2 1, 
1 
--dtkdg 
2 
and 0 d ok d g. 
5. DISTRIBUTION OF 0, 
In this section we study the distribution of the sequence (eke i, ek)k, i 
and hence that of (ek)& i, where ek = e,(x) = Sk [Skx - rk(, k 2 1. We 
already know that for every x the sequence (&)k$ , forms a subsequence 
Of (@k)k. 1 with the property that 8, < f for all k 2 1. Here we Will give the 
metric theory; our main theorem gives for almost all x the limiting distribi- 
tion of the sequence (e, _ i, ek)k >, . The method we use here was previously 
employed in [S] and in [7] to derive the corresponding results for the 
RCF and the NICF, respectively. First some more notation. By I7 we will 
denote the following subspace of R x R (see Fig. 3): 
(5.1) THEOREM. (i) For every irrational number x, (e,-, , 0,) E n for 
every k> 1; 
(ii) For almost all x the sequence (0, _ 1, ek)k 2, is distributed over II 
according to the density function f, where 
1 
f(w,z)=- 
1 1 
logG &i&/W 
(5.2) 
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m  
d 
(D 
d- 
h 
d- 
10 
d- 
Y  
* 
d- 
*) 
d- 
? 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.e 0.9 ,O 
FIG. 3. The region Il 
so for almost all x we have, for every a 2 0, h > 0, 
lim i #(i:j~k,B,<aandei-I<b:=J‘a!^b 
k+r 
” o f(w,z)dwdz (5.3) 
with f (w, z) as in (5.2) for (w, z) E Ll and zero otherwise. 
Proof: It is a direct consequence of Theorem (4.7) that for every x, 
(t/c, U!f)E r- for all k >, 1. (5.4) 
We now define a two-to-one mapping t+b : Y H II as 
t+!f(t,u):=(y *) for (t,u)eZ7, 
l+tu’l+tu 
where e(t) = sgn( t). Then clearly Il/(O, u) = (u, 0) and $( t, 0) = (0, E(t) ?). 
Furthermore it is not hard to see that J/ maps 
for t d t d g, to (w, 2) satisfying w2 + 42’ = 1, with-!--<w<i 
Js ‘2 
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and that t,b maps 
l+t 
( -) f’2+t ’ 
for 0 < t < g, to (w, z) satisfying 4wz + z2 = 1, with 0 Q w  GL. 
fi 
Thus Y, := {(t,+ Y:~(t)=l) is mapped onto Z7, and since I,$ likewise 
maps 
, for -g* d t < 0, to (w, z) satisfying 4w2 + z2 = 1, with 0 6 w  6 L 
fi 
and 
for -i < t ,< -g2, to (w, 2) satisfying w* + 4z2 = 1, 
1 
with---w<- 
>- 2’ 
we also find that Y-, := {(t, u) E Y: E(t) = -1 } is mapped onto Ii’. 
Next we show that in fact for every x 
*(tk, Ok) = (Ok- 17 e/c)> k> 1. 
Namely, from the well known relation 
rk+ fkrk--l 
x= 
Sk+ t/&-l’ 
which holds for every semi-regular expansion, we get 
But we find also 
Ek- Itk 
6k=--- 
1 + t,v; 
e Eklk-, 1 1 
k-‘=l+t,-,o,-,=Ek 1 
(- 1 
=E k 
+“k-l 
sk-2 
tk-I 
&k(ak + fk) + - 
sk-l 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
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hence 
0 vk -- 
k-1- 1 + tkvk’ 
(5.8) 
By (5.4)-(5.8) we have that (@k-r, ek)E Zl for every x (and k>, 1). This 
proves (5.1)(i). 
We now consider $r=rjlY, and I,-~=~I/IY-~; each of these is a 
C ‘-diffeomorphism. The Jacobian J of $ is easily seen to be 
&(t)(tu - l)( 1 + ttIp3. The distribution of (6, _, , ok),, r over Ii’ can then be 
determined for almost all x. Namely, since ( tk, vk)k 3 r is distributed over Y 
according to (log G))‘( 1 + t~)-~ by (4.8), both I++, and $ ~, contribute 
1 1 1 l+tv 
Jdet J\ log G (f+ = &6 1 - tv 
to the distribution of (ok-r, Ok),,,. Since by (5.7) and (5.8) 
and 
&(tk)=&k+,= -1 =t- 
the density is given for almost all x by 
This completes the proof of (5.1). 
(5.9) COROLLARY. (i) For every irrational number x we have 
0<6,-,+0,<2 
Js 
for every k 2 1. 
(ii) For almost all x the sequence (ok-, + e& , is distributed over 
co, %63 according to the density function g, where 
MI :34.!3-2 
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& (log fi - log JiY + arctan z) 
1 
for Odz<- 
2 
1 
g(‘) = 
~(log(5$!!!Z~~z)+2arcsin(-3z5~T~)) 
2 log G 
for 
\ 
Proof. (i) Immediate from (5.1)(i). 
(ii) Integrate (5.2) for w  + z constant. 
For a picture of g see Fig. 4. 
(5.10) COROLLARY. For every irrational number x we have 
min(0, - , ,0,) < - 
h 
for every k 2 1. 
Proof: Immediate from (5.9)(i). 
FIG. 4. The function g. 
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(5.11) Remarks. Notice that by Hurwitz’ theorem the constant l/G in 
(5.10) is “best possible”; compare with (4.30) of [l]. The result also holds 
for rational x. 
(5.121 COROLLARY. (i) For every irrational number x we have 
06l8,-,-&1<; for every k > 1. 
(ii) For almost all x the sequence (IO,- 1 - 8kl)kZ1 is distributed over 
[0, $1 according to the density function g*, where 
1 
g*(z) = - 5m - 5z 
log G l+z 
_ arctan z 
+ arcsin 
Proof Straightforward. 
From Theorem (5.1) we can also deduce the distribution of the sequence 
(0k)k> 1. 
(5.13) THEOREM. For every irrational number x we have 
Ok E (0, $1 for every k B 1, 
and for almost all x the sequence (Ok)kB, is distributed over (0, 4) according 
to the density function h, where 
h(z) = 
so for almost all x 
Frn,i # {j:j<kandB,(x)<z}=~~h(w)dw 
= 
‘(dm+log(G ‘-y)) for -$<z<i. 
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Proof: Determine Js f( u, W) dw du over (u, w) E li’ such that u < z (with 
the notation of (5.1)). 
(5.14) Remarks. Figure 5 depicts function H(z)=1 h(w) dw for the 
sequence ted, >,. In Fig. 6 we compare this function H with the functions 
HI, HI/Z, and H,. Here H, is the distribution function for the sequence 0, 
of approximation constants of the regular continued fraction expansion, 
HL,2 the one for the nearest integer continued fraction, and H, the one for 
the a-expansion with a = x0 = 0.55821..., which gives of all a-expansions the 
one with smallest first moment of H,. For all these results see [2]. 
Seeing this, one might wonder whether the OCF always gives an expan- 
sion with minimal mean of the 0’s. That this is true in a very strong sense 
will be shown in a forthcoming paper [3]. Here we confine ourselves to 
computing this mean in (5.15). 
(5.15) COROLLARY. For almost all irrational x 
1 
lim 2 0,(x) =- 
N+wj<N 410gG 
arctan k = 0.24087... . 
Proof. Compute the first moment of H. 
9 
9 o- 
0 
d- 
h 
d- 
Lo 
d 
In 
d- 
4 o- 
rl a- 
N o- 
-Y 
;// , , , ) , , , , , 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
(5.16) 
FIG. 5. The distribution of (0k)k2 ,. 
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FIG. 6. The distribution functions H, H,, H,,*, H, (from left to right). 
(5.17) Remarks. The value given in (5.16) should be compared to the 
corresponding values 
1 
- = 0.36067... 
4log2 
0.25 
d- 5-2 ___ = 0.24528... 
210gG 
m-2G- l= 0.24195 
log G 
. . . 
for the RCF, 
for Minkowski’s diagonal 
continued fraction (DCF), 
for the NTCF and Hurwitz’ 
singular continued fraction, 
for the a-expansion with 
a = a0 = 0.55821... as in (5.14). 
For all this see [2, 3, 61. 
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